Blending Table Parts List
Not all tables are supplied with the drawer, stainless steel cover, column, and or viewer shelf.
These are op�onal components.
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The Drawer is an available op�on for the large tables only.
The edge with mul�ple holes is designed to be the back of the table.
The drawer should be installed from the front side.
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Blending Table Assembly Instruc�ons
Cau�on: Gloves must be worn during assembly because some edges may be sharp.
Figure 1

Large Table Assembly - 94cm (37in) Wide

P0020

• Place the plas�c feet on each of the legs.
• A�ach the legs to the top shelf using the P# P0372 bolts and P# P0020 nuts. See Figure 1.
Ensure that the legs are a�ached onto the inside of each corner of the top shelf.
• Slide the bo�om shelf into the lances on the legs, and then �ghten all bolts.

P0372

Optional Accessories Assembly:
• Stainless Steel Overlay - Place the P# 7990U large overlay onto the top shelf a�er the table has been assembled.
• Drawer- DEDOES P# 830000 - See Figure 2. Slide the drawer onto the P# C00084X hangers.

The P# P0018 drawer stops must be located toward the front of the table underneath the top shelf in order for the drawer to func�on properly.
• Drawer Stop Installation (included within every large table hardware bag)
- Install the P# P0018 drawer stops without the drawer in place.
- Pinch the ﬂared ends of the drawer stop and insert this end into the large rectangular hole nearest the front of the table.
- Rotate the ﬂared ends into the smaller rectangular hole and release them.
- Once the stops are installed into the hangers the P# 833000 drawer should slide into place and then not pull all the way back out.
• Viewer - DEDOES P# 830002 - See ﬁgure 3. The P# P0019 viewer column can be a�ached to either side of the table using two P# 7152 U-bolts and four P#
P0020 wing nuts. Once the column is secured, slide the tube on the P# 7996X viewer shelf over the column. Ensure that the wing nuts are �ghten to prevent
the viewer and column from slipping.v
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Mini Table Assembly - 53cm (21in) Wide
• Place the plas�c feet on each of the legs.
• A�ach the legs to the top shelf using the P# P0372 bolts and P# P0020 nuts. See Figure 1 above. Ensure that the legs are a�ached onto the inside of each
corner of the top shelf.
• Slide the bo�om shelf into the lances on the legs, and then �ghten all bolts.

Optional Accessories Assembly: (Mini Tables are not supplied with drawers.)
• Stainless Steel Overlay - Place the P# 7991U mini overlay onto the top shelf a�er the table has been assembled.
• Viewer - DEDOES P# 830002 - See ﬁgure 3. The P# P0019 viewer column can be a�ached to either side of the table using two P# 7152 U-bolts and four
P# P0020 wing nuts. Once the column is secured, slide the tube on the P# 7996X viewer shelf over the column. Ensure that the wing nuts are �ghten to
prevent the viewer and column from slipping.
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